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Decoding the Orlando Shooting, Cui Bono? Who Benefits?

By Mark Taliano, June 17 2016

The shooting in Orlando, Florida, is not about homosexuals, or Muslims, or assault rifles. It is
about waging aggressive warfare overseas, empowering the domestic police state, and
electing a warmongering President. Dr. Graeme McQueen, founding member of the Centre
for…

Orlando Killer Omar Mateen Harbored by G4S, the World’s Largest Private Security Company

By Peter Phillips, June 15 2016

The Orlando mass murderer, Omar Mateen, worked for G4S, one of the largest private
security employers in the world. G4S has some 625,000 employees spanning five continents
in more than 120 countries.

Global Warfare: Is US-NATO Going to Attack Russia?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Bonnie Faulkner, June 16 2016

image: Prof. Michel Chossudovsky The world is at a dangerous crossroads.  “The United
States and its allies have launched a military adventure which threatens the future of
humanity.  Major  military  and  covert  intelligence  operations  are  being  undertaken
simultaneously  in  the…

UK – The European Union Referendum and the Parliamentary Dirty Tricks Brigade

By Felicity Arbuthnot, June 15 2016

The referendum on whether the Britain leaves or stays in the European Union is just 8 days
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away. A glossy leaflet dropped through my letterbox headed: “Vote Leave – The European
Union and Your Family: The Facts.”

Is Trump a New Kind of Fascist?

By Sam Ben-Meir, June 17 2016

Donald Trump’s obscene demagoguery; his contemptuous regard for the first amendment,
his desire to expand the authorities of the presidency (the awesome power of which has
never been equal to what it is now), his belligerent and threatening attitude towards…

Clinton’s National Security Strategy: Military Escalation with Hillary

By Stephen Lendman, June 16 2016

Her record speaks for itself, publicly supporting all US wars of choice, aggression against
nonbelligerent  states,  responsible for  mass slaughter,  destruction and appalling human
misery.  Don’t let her deceptive rhetoric fool you. Urging escalated war on ISIS ignores its
US…
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